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NEW QUESTION: 1
An architect is designing a data center solution that contains
an HPE BladeSystem for the virtual application, infrastructure,
and VDI environment. It also contains an HPE Moonshot for the
web servers.
In which parts of the HPE Transformation Area does this
solution fit?
A. transform and empower
B. enable and empower
C. transform and protect
D. empower and protect
Answer: A
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Incorrect Answers:
A, C: Does not reduce the size of the model.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application must validate postal codes for Canadian
customers to match the pattern A1A 1A1, where A represents a
letter and 1 represents a number.
Which two configuration options allow you to ensure that a user
provides a valid postal code?
(Choose two.)
A. Configure the postal code field as a text property with a
required input field.
B. Configure an edit validate rule to test that the entered
postal code conforms to the required pattern.
C. Configure a validate rule to test that the entered postal
code conforms to the required pattern.
D. Configure a drop-down control to select the postal code
based on the specified city and province.
Answer: B,D
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